0. Introduction. Our main aim is to prove the results announced above, but we find that minor changes of wording enable us to deal at the same time with some other problems which have been raised. To provide a framework for our discussion, we start with a definition. Let 6E be a family of subsets of a set X. For ordinals £, define <$f(6E) inductively by writing %(&)={ Ua" *■ «EN ®t+1(®)=( ClA" 1 »EN for every even ordinal £ (counting limit ordinals as even). Then the %^(&) form an increasing family which stops growing at or before the first uncountable ordinal w,. We write %(&) for \[â) = Ui<a9>r(<S,). Now, if Y is a topological space and £ C X X y is a relation, we say that £ is lower %(&)-measurable if R~X[H] -{t: 3m E H, (t, u) ER} E %i&) for every open HEY, and that £ is of bounded class (with respect to 6E) if there is a £ < w, such that R'X[H] E $£(éE) for every open HEY. We shall be concerned with questions of the form: under what conditions, given that £ is measurable, can we conclude that it is of bounded class?
An elementary case presents itself at once. If Y is second-countable, then any £ will be of bounded class for any X and & (cf., for example, [10, §31, II, Theorem 1]). In other cases (as in Proposition 8 below) we find that an analysis of certain families of subsets of X is sufficient. Let us say that a family $ E IPX is %radditive, where % E 9X, if US' E % for every S'cS.
Then we shall need to ask: under what circumstances, given that S is ®(éE)-additive, can we conclude that it is ^(éE ^addi-tive for some £ < co,? When it is, we shall say that S is boundedly 9)i&)-additive. This corresponds to the previous question when Y is discrete.
1. Notation. We use the following terminology. A collection $ of sets is point-finite if (£: t E E E $} is finite for every t. If £ is a relation (i.e. a class of ordered pairs) we write £[.4] = {u: It EA,(t,u) ER},
RX[B] = {t:3uEB,(t,u) E £}
for any A, B. If X is a set equipped with an equivalence relation, we write t' for the equivalence class of any t E X; in particular, if 2 is an algebra of sets and í is an ideal of 2, we write £' E 2/5 for the canonical image of any £ E 2.
2. Properties of metric spaces. If % is the topology of a metric space X, then the %(irl) in our notation are just the G¿ of [10, §30, II], and ®(5L) is the family of Borel sets. On occasion we shall write %A\X), ®(A") in place of %^%) and %i%), if there seems no room for confusion.
In any topological space X, let us say (following [10] ) that & E tyX is discrete if every point of X has a neighbourhood meeting at most one member of &; a-discrete if it is expressible as Un6NS" where each &n is discrete; and a-discretely decomposable if there is a family (C¿)£eS "eN such that £ = Un6NC£ for each £ E S and (CE)Ee& is discrete (i.e. (CE)Ee& is disjoint and {CE: £ E &} is discrete) for each n EN.
We shall make repeated use of the following facts.
3. Theorem, (a) Every metric space has a a-discrete base for its topology [10, §21, XVI, Corollary la].
(b) Let X be a metric space, & a point-finite 9>niX)-additive family of subsets of X, and (FE)£eg any family in %riX), where t/, £ < to,. Then U£Gg(£ n ££) E 9>r),+^iX), where i)' = it\ifr\ is even, r\ + 1 if r\ is odd [6, Theorem 3.6].
4. Algebras generated by rectangles. Let X and Y be sets, 2 and £ algebras of subsets of X and Y respectively. We write 2 ®0 £ for the a-algebra of subsets of XX Y generated by {£ X £: £ E 2, £ E £}. (In the notation of §1,this is just License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use %i{E X £: £ E 2, £ E £}.) We shall be much concerned with cases in which $iX X Y) = 9xéa 'S'Y. We describe one set of circumstances under which this occurs in Theorem 12 below. Apart from this, we need to know that if X and Y both have cardinal < u" then <3>( A X Y) = 6yX ®" <$Y [9, Theorem 12.5(h); 14, Theorem 1]. 5 . A combinatorial lemma. Let X be a set, and & E 9X a point-finite family of sets. If #i&) = k > w, then there is a Z EX and an S, E& such that #iZ) = k, each member of Z belongs to just one member of S,, and each member of &, contains just one member of Z.
Proof. Enumerate &\{ 0} as (E()(<K, and choose tr E £¿ for each £ < k. Set fie) -[V-V < K> V t^ £, t$ E £,,}; then each/(£) is a finite subset of k not containing £. By Hajnal's theorem [2, Theorem 10.14], there is an A Çk such that #iA) = k and 7) £/(£) whenever £,r\EA. Set Z = {r£: £ E A), S, = {£¿: i E A}. 6 . Ideals in tyX. Let A" be a set, 5 an ideal for tyX, k a cardinal. We say tht 5 is a K-ideal if the union of k members of 5 always belong to 5, and that 5 is n-saturated if there is no disjoint family of cardinal k in the Boolean algebra <3>A"/5. Note that if 5 is a K-ideal, it is k+ -saturated iff there is no disjoint family of cardinal k+ in 9X\S. We write Kd for the least cardinal of any set A" such that tyX has an w,-saturated a-ideal 5 for which 9X/Í is atomless and X $. 5, if such a set exists; if there is no such X, we write Kd = oo.
The standard text for such questions is [15] . The situation is: it is certainly consistent to suppose that Kd -oo (for instance, the continuum hypothesis implies this). It is not so surely consistent to suppose that nd < oo, but it appears likely to be; this is equiconsistent with the existence of a nonprincipal ultrafilter closed under countable intersections (see [15] ). Martin's Axiom does not affect the issue [11, p. 163 ]. But we do have the following results.
7. Lemma, (a) 7/5 is a k+ -saturated K-ideal of '9X such that 9X/ § is atomless, then X is expressible as the union of not more than 2" members ofh. Proof, (a) If X E 3, this is trivial; suppose that X E 5. For each A E <$X\$, choose a set £(^) E A such that neither £(.4) nor A\RiA) belongs to i; this is possible because, by hypothesis, A' is not an atom in tyX/i. Construct ^ E tyX, for ordinals £ < k+ , inductively, as follows. % -(A). Given that ^ is a disjoint family iníPA\5, let g"^, be {RÍA): A E*),} U {A\RiA):A E^}; then <5i+, is a disjoint family in ÍPA\5 which refines 3"£ (i.e. for every £ E 9"i+, there is an A E ?T£ such that £ Ç yl). For limit ordinals £ > 0, given that (9_),,<{ is a family of disjoint families in 9?A"\5 such that 9, refines 9¿ whenever f < tj < £, let 9"£ be a maximal disjoint family in ÍPA\5 such that 9~£ refines ?T, for every tj < £.
Because 5 is k+ -saturated, #(9"£) < k for every £ < k+ . Write Xt-U 9"£ for each £ < k+ . Then n£<K+ A"£ = 0. For suppose, if possible, that t E n£<K+A"£. For each £ < k+ let Ac be the member of 9"£ containing t. Then Ac C An whenever r¡ « £ < k+ , and (Aç\Ar+x)ç<K+ is a disjoint family in ÍPAf\5, which is impossible.
For each nonzero limit ordinal £ < k+ , let r£= nxv\xv
On Y"£ each 9", for 17 < £, defines a partition; as 9^ refines 9j for f < 77 < £, the 9_ together define a partition S£ say. Because y£ n A"£ = 0, and 9"£ was chosen to be maximal, every element of S£ must belong to 5. Also, each 9" has cardinal *£ k; so #(Ur,<Ä)<^and#(a£)<2K.
Thus each Y, is covered by 2" or fewer members of 5. But A" is the union of the Y~£, because A0 = X and A£+, = A"£ for every £. So X is also covered by 2" or fewer members of 5 (because k+ < 2").
(b) Setting k = w in (a), we see that if nd < 00 there is a set X and a proper co,-saturated a-ideal 5 of ÍPA" such that X is the union of c or fewer members of 5. Express A'as U£<x7£ where A «S c and (7£)£<x is a disjoint family in 5. Let ^be {A: A E X, U£e/(7£ E 5}. Then f is a proper to,-saturated a-ideal of subsets of À, which contains all singletons. But now 9\/f must be atomless; for if A E A is such that A' is an atom in 9\/j-, then {£: B E A, B $.$} is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on A which is closed under countable intersections; and because #(^4)<X<c, this is impossible (Ulam's easy trick; see [3, Chapter 6 (c)-(d) Now suppose that X is any set and 5 an co,-saturated a-ideal of subsets of X. Suppose that (7£)£<x is a disjoint family in 5 such that U£<A7£ £ 5. Passing to an ideal £ of ty\ as in (b) above, we see that either tyrX/f has an atom, so that À > c, or it is atomless, so that X > Kd. In either case, if xd< 00, X > Kd; proving (c). Finally, Kd is surely greater than co, ([15,Theorem 1]; the argument is contained in Exercise 1.9(3) of [3, Chapter 6]); so that in either case X > co,, proving (d).
Remark. We do not need the full strength of 7(a) in this paper, but we have found uses for it elsewhere. (ii) =» (i). Assume (ii), and let Y be a metric space, £ E X X Y a lower Borel measurable relation with compact vertical sections. Again let %= UneN%n be a base for the topology of Y in which each Glln is discrete, and let S" = {£"'[£]: £ E ^ln}. For each ? E X, {u: it, u) E £} is compact, so can meet only finitely many members of %n; thus &n is point-finite. Now we can argue as in (a) above.
Remarks. In (b)(ii), we can replace the phrase "compact vertical sections" by " totally bounded vertical sections", since we can suppose that the %" are so chosen that the distance between two distinct members of %" is always at least 2'" (see [ 
10, §21, XVI, Theorem 1]).
A recent result of B. S. Spahn shows that in fact (a) and (b) above are equivalent; see 23(f) below. We do not know whether every metric space satisfies these conditions; see Theorem 16 and §23.
9. Theorem. Let I be a set and (é££)£<u, a family of subsets of 91 such that if (i")"EN is any sequence in UI)<£6Î7), where £ is even, then UneN^4" E (££; // (An)nr-N is a decreasing sequence in 6E£, where £ is even, then (^"eNA" E ÉB£+1; U£<W|6££ = 91. Set %={A:ACI,9AQ 6E£}, 5 = U£<W|5£. Then:
(a) If k is a cardinal such that €P(co, X k) = "dPco, <è0 <!Pk, and (A^)(<K is a point-finite family of subsets of I, then there is a Ç < co, such that U£ec^4£ E â^ for every C E k.
(b) If 8, is any point-finite family of subsets of I, there is a f < co, such that &\$t 's countable.
(c) 5 is an ux-saturated a-ideal of $1 and 91/$ is atomless.
id) There is a f < co, such that 5 = 3f.
Proof, (a) Consider <*D= ¡D:Dçzux Xk,3Ç<wx, (J A( E &s Vtj < co, I.
This contains £ X C for every £ E co,, C E k and is closed under countable unions and monotonie countable intersections (because (Aç)i<K is point-finite). So f) D fco, <8>a 9k -f (co, X k). Accordingly, if (C(ij)>T|<UJ| is any family of subsets of k, then D = ((tj, £): £ E C(t/)} E 9), and there is a f < co, such that U£eC(7|)^£ E &s for every î] < co,. It follows at once that there is a f < co, such that U£eC/l£ E éEj for every C E k.
(b) For suppose, if possible, that there is no such f. Then we could choose inductively /1£ E 6B\(5£ U [A : 17 < £}) for every £ < co,. Now (^4£)£<U| is a pointfinite family and no A, belongs to 5£. Choose A'ç E f4£\<$£ for each £ < co,. Then (^'£>£<a,, is a point-finite family. But we know that f(co, X co,) = fco, ®a fco, ( §4 above), so there must be a f < co, such that U£eCyl£ E éEf for every C E co,; in particular, A'ç E (£t for every £ < co,; which is not so.
(c) If (An)neN is any sequence in 5, then (because ($£)£<W|, and therefore (5£){<u , are increasing) there is a £ < co, such that every An belongs to 5£; an easy calculation shows that UneNy4nE5£+2c5.
This shows that 5 is a a-ideal of 91, because of course any subset of a member of 5 belongs to 5. By (b), any uncountable disjoint family in 91 meets 5; so that 5 is co,-saturated. Observe that all singletons belong to 5. Now S = {Au } U {A¿\Ac+x: £ < co,} is a disjoint family in 9l, so there is a 6 < co, such that US' E <3.e for every S'çS (by (a) above, since #(S) < co,). But this implies that yl£ E 6îe for every £ < co,, which is not so. This completes the proof of (c).
Corollary.
Let X be a topological space. Let Q be the collection of subsets of X which are either open or closed, so that 9>iG) is the algebra of Borel subsets of X. Let S be a point-finite 9>iß)-additive family of subsets of X. Then there is a f < co, such that SE%iG).
Proof. In Theorem 9, take 7 = £, 6B£ = {A: A E &, UA E $£((2)}. Because & is point-finite, (<${){<u, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9. Take f < co, such that 3 = \, then (£} E Í '= \ for every £ E S, i.e. S £ ®f«2).
Remark. This is in effect Theorem 1 of [7] . It was also found, independently, by B. S. Spahn [18] . For disjoint families S, the result is covered by [13] .
11. Lemma. Let X and Y be sets, and â E 9X, D E X X Y. (ii) 9k is countably generated ias a-algebra).
(iii) 9(k X J ) = 9k ®" 9J for every set J.
(iv) If J is any set and & e9J has cardinal < k, there is a countable G e9J and a f < co, such that â E <Sf(C).
Proof, (a) (i) => (iii). Assume (i). If k is countable, the result is trivial. If k = co,, apply Theorem 9 with 7 = to,, (££ = ®£(%) where % is a countable base for a separable metrizable topology on co, for which every set is Borel. Then the ideal of Theorem 9 contains singletons and is closed under the unions of co, members (Lemma 7(d) again), so co, E 5, i.e. there is a f < co, such that fto, = ®f(%). By Lemma 11(b) it follows that every subset of to, X J belongs to fco, <8>" 9J, for any set/. Now suppose that k > co,. In this case, if (i) is true of k, it is surely true of co, as well; so that f (co, Xk) = fco, ®a fk, by what we have just said. Once again, we apply Theorem 9, this time with 7 = k, $£ = fj£(^L) where % is a countable base for a separable metrizable topology on k for which every subset of k is Borel. But this time we can use (a) of Theorem 9 on the family of singletons of k to see that f k Q %si<%,) for some f <ux. So once again, by 11(b), we have f (k X /) = f k ®" 9J for every set J.
(b) (iii) => (ii). Assume (iii), and take J = 9k, D = {(£, A): £ E ,4 Ek}. As D E 9k ®" 9J, there are sequences (^"}"eNof subsets of k, (6E")"eN of subsets of J such that D E 9)(i{Am X &n: m E N, n E N}) for some f < co,. Take G -{An: n E N}. Then every horizontal section of D belongs to fjf(6), by Lemma 11(a). But this shows that f k = $f(<2), so that G is a countable set generating 9k.
(c) (ii) => (i). If 6 is a countable subset of f k which generates it as a a-algebra, then the countable algebra of sets generated by 6 is a base for a separable metrizable topology on k for which every subset is Borel.
(d) (iii) =» (iv). Assume (iii), and let â e9J have k or fewer members. Express 6E as {Af £ < <c). (We pass over the case & = 0.) Set A = ((£, t): t EA(} EkXJ.
Then, as in (b) above, there must be a countable 6 E f J such that every vertical section of A belongs to $?(6), for some Ç < ux; i.e. 6B E fjf (6) .
(e) (iv) => (iii). Assume (iv), and let ^4 EkXJ. Let 6£ be the set of vertical sections of A; then #(6E) < k. So there is a countable 6e9J and a f < co, such that 6B E fjf(C). By Lemma 11(b), on its side, we see that A G %+ri{B X C: B E k, C E 6}) E 9k ®a 9J.
Remarks. We observe that in (i), (ii) and (iii) there are equivalent forms such as (ii)' there is a countable Q Q 9k and a f < co, such that 9k = ®?(6); (iii)' there is a f < co, such that f(k X .7) = 9>ri{B X C: B Ek,C ES}) for any set J.
It is not clear to us whether a reverse procedure can be applied to (iv); see Problem 23(f) below.
Note that MA(k) implies (i) (see [11, p. 162] ), and that (ii) imphes that 2" *£ c.
Accordingly it is undecidable whether co,, for instance, satisfies the conditions of this theorem. This is our reason for expressing (a) of Theorem 9 in its oddly conditional form; we do not know which k we shall be able to apply it to. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii)', which is really the essence of this theorem (the rest being just repeated applications of Lemma 11), is given in [ (ii) the continuum hypothesis is wildly false; (iii) fto, is not countably generated;
(iv) MA(co,) is false.
Proof. Apply Theorem 9 with 7 = S, S£ = {&': US' E <S£((£)} for £ < co,. If 7 E 5, then 91 -\ for some £ < wx, and g is ®f(t£)-additive. If 7 £ 5, then 5 is a proper co,-saturated a-ideal of subsets of 5 such that f7/5 has no atoms, so that Kd< #(7) = #(S). Consequently, by Lemma 7(b), the continuum hypothesis is wildly false. At the same time, by (a) of Theorem 9, we have f (co, X #(£)) ^ fco, ®0 f (#(SV), so (by Theorem 12) fco, is not countably generated, and MA( to,) must be false.
Let X be a topological space, G the set of subsets of X which are either open or closed. Let $ E 9X be a point-finite Borel-additive family of subsets of X. Then either & is boundedly %i&)-additive or (i) Kd < #(S); the continuum hypothesis is wildly false; (ii) fco, is not countably generated; MA(co,) is false; (iii) every second-countable subset of X meets only countably many members of&.
Proof. Take &, = G in Corollary 13. If S is not <&f(6)-additve for any f < co,, then (i) and (ii) must be true. But now suppose, if possible, that Y E X were a second-countable subspace meeting uncountably many members of S. By Lemma 5, there is a Z E Y, with #(Z) = co,, and a % Ç S such that each member of Z belongs to just one member of %. Now every subset of Z is of the form Z D U %' for some DC' E %, so f Z = %(Z). But also Z is second-countable, so that fj(Z) is countably generated and f Z is countably generated, contradicting (ii). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof, (a) (i) =» (ii). Suppose that S is fj^-additive, and that % is a discrete family of open sets in X. Let S E % X g. Then Gs = Uuee¡LiU n U &v), where &v = (£: (U, E) E S}. But Ugy E %{(X) for every U E %, so Gs E 9>tiX), by Theorem 3(b).
(b) (ii) =¡> (iii). Assume (ii). Given i/£, g£ set S= {(t/£,£):£<co"£Eg£}.
Then Gs E ®{(^) for some£, so i/£ n Ug£ = Ut n Gs E ®£(A).
(c) (iii) =» (i). Note first that if any separable subset of X meets uncountably many members of g, then the result follows from Corollary 14(iii). So let us suppose that every separable subset of X meets only countably many members of g.
Observe next that if % is any discrete family of open sets in X, then there must be a £ < co, such that (t/: L/E%,3g'çg, [/n Ug'e$£(A-)} is countable; for otherwise we could choose inductively C/£ E % and g£ E g to contradict hypothesis (iii). Let (%)"eNbea sequence of discrete families of open sets in X such that UneN%n is a base for the topology of X. Then there is a £ < co, such that VnEN, %= {U: U E %, 3g' ç g, U n Ug'<ï f¿£( *)} is countable. Set %* = %"\% for each n E N, and Y= U (U%*), Z = X\Y.
As {Z n U: UE U"eN'Vfl} = {Z D U: UE UneN%"} is a base for the topology of Z, Z is separable, and g0={£: E E S, E (1 Z ¥= 0} is countable. Let 7) < co, be such that g0 Q 9>niX).
Try f = max(£, tj) + 1. If g' ç g, then for each n E N, tvn US' e<S£(a) V[/e%.* so (as %* is discrete) U%* n US'6 \iX) and yn US'= U (U%; n US') E%i+Xix).
neN
On the other hand, Zfl US' = Z n U(g' n g0) E fj^^A"). So US' = (y n US') u (z n US') e %(x).
As S ' is arbitrary, S is again boundedly Borel-additive.
16. Theorem. Let X and Y be metric spaces, R E X X Y a lower Borel measurable relation with compact vertical sections. Then either R is of bounded class or (i) y has a discrete subset of cardinal Kd; (ii) the continuum hypothesis is wildly false; (iii) fto, is not countably generated; MA(co,) is false; (iv) X has a discrete subset of cardinal Kd; (v) £[Z] is separable for every separable Z C X; (vi) there is a u E Y such that R X[H] is nonseparable for every neighbourhood H ofu;
(vii) X is not absolutely analytic (i.e. is not a Souslin-9subset of its completion); (viii) Fleissner's Proposition P is false; the Product Measure Extension Axiom is false.
Definitions. Fleissner's Proposition P states: if A" is a metric space, then every point-finite Borel-additive family of subsets of X is a-discretely decomposable. The Product Measure Extension Axiom states: if p is the usual power measure on (0,1}", where k is any cardinal, then p has an extension p defined on every subset of {0,1}" such that /I is c-additive, i.e. the union of fewer than c negligible sets is always negligible. In [4] some of the many remarkable consequences of Proposition P are given. In [5] there is a proof that the Product Measure Extension Axiom implies Proposition P.
The Product Measure Extension Axiom is of course even less plausible than the existence of a real-valued measurable cardinal; but K. Kunen has shown that if it is consistent to assume that there is a strongly compact cardinal, then it is consistent to assume the Product Measure Extension Axiom; so that we have some grounds for hoping that it is consistent.
Observe that Proposition P implies that any separable metric space in which every subset is Borel must be countable; by Theorem 12, if follows that fco, cannot be countably generated.
Proof (b) For (iv), suppose, if possible, that every discrete set in X had cardinal < Kd. Then there is a base Tfor the topology of A" with #(T) < Kd (since cf^) > co). At the same time, since #(S) > Kd and S is a point-finite, there is a Z E X and an S, E S such that #(Z) = Kd and each member of Z belongs to just one member of S|. Let 5 be a proper co,-saturated a-ideal of f Z such that f Z/5 is atomless; then all singletons must belong to 5. By Lemma 7(c), w = U {v n Z: v e T, v n z e 5} e 5, and Z\W £ 5. But now observe that because 5 is co,-saturated, and (Z\W) n KÍÍ whenever V E T and (Z\W) n V =£ 0, Z\W must satisfy the countable chain condition. So Z\W is separable. But of course Z\W is uncountable, so meets uncountably many members of S, E S; contradicting Corollary 14(iii) . (e) For (vii) and (viii), observe that S cannot be a-discretely decomposable; because by Corollary 10 there is a £ < co, such that g E %A\X), and if g were a-discretely decomposable it would follow that g was ©£+,(A')-additive, by [4,2.7] (or Theorem 3(b) above). By [8, Theorem 1] , it follows that X cannot be absolutely analytic. Also, of course, Proposition P and the Product Measure Extension Axiom must be false. 18. Proposition. Suppose X is a metric space and g is a point-finite Borel-additive family of subsets of X which is not boundedly Borel-additive. Then there is a similar family 9 of subsets of X with # ( 9 ) < c. 22. An independence result. The defect of § §13, 14, 16 and 17 above is that we do not know whether it is ever possible for the second alternatives to hold; we think it quite likely, indeed, that there is a proof in ZFC that every Borel measurable function between metric spaces is of bounded class. If so, however, the proof is unlikely to come from a corresponding strengthening of Theorem 9, because of the following.
Proposition. If one of the following statements is relatively consistent with ZFC, so is the other: (b) Suppose that (A) is consistent. Following through the argument of [15, §4] , we see that if we start with a two-valued-measurable cardinal k we obtain a Booleanvalued model in which c carries a measure p, defined on every subset of c, for which there is a family of c independent sets. Consequently (in the new model) there must be a probability space (A", f X, v) which is Maharam homogeneous of uncountable type À. Let (££)£<\ be a generating family of independent sets of measure {. Write £E£ for the a-subalgebra of f X generated by (£: vE = 0} U {£r):T)<£orT/>co,}.
Then £f £ <££ so that (iE£>f<U| is a strictly increasing family of a-algebras with union f X, giving an example for (B). Corollary 17 we see that under any one of a varied assortment of special axioms the answer is "yes", and we suspect that this may be true in ZFC alone. Note that by Proposition 8(a) it is enough to consider the case in which Y is discrete; by Corollary 17 it is enough to consider the case in which #(Y) > Kd, X has a discrete subset of cardinal Kd,f[Z] is countable for every separable Z EX, and/"'[{«}] is nonseparable for every u E Y; and by Proposition 18 it is enough to consider the case #(y) < c. (An examination of the arguments of [5] shows that now something less than the full Product Measure Extension Axiom is enough to clear things up; we need only suppose the existence of a countably-additive measure defined on all subsets of {0,1}C which extends the usual measure. In consistency terms this is much ' In a review of this paper (MR 51-843) the second author incorrectly stated that this problem had been solved. gt) have to be Borel measurable? (c) In the work above we have generally spoken of point-finite families of sets rather than disjoint families, and it is perhaps surprising that it makes so little difference. A reason appears in the following result of B. S. Spahn. Let A" be a set, 2 a a-algebra of subsets of X, and 9 a point-finite 2-additive collection of sets such that #(f ) *s c. Then there is a family (HF)Fe<$kefi of sets such that (i) {Hp)Fe< § is disjoint and 2-additive for each k E N and (ii) Uk(-NHF = F for each £ E 9. In view of Proposition 18, it follows at once that if A" is a metric space and S is a point-finite Borel-additive family of subsets of X which is not boundedly Borel-additive, then there is a similar disjoint family % with #(DC) < c. In particular, the conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 8 are equivalent. So we see that another form of Stone's question is: If X and Y are metric spaces and £ Ç A X y is a lower Borel measurable relation with compact vertical sections, does £ have to be of bounded class?
(d) Again in [6] , it is shown that if £ Ç A X y is a lower Borel measurable relation of bounded class with compact vertical sections, it has a Borel measurable selector (of bounded class). So we are led to the question: If X and Y are metric spaces and £ Ç A" X y is a lower Borel measurable relation with compact vertical sections, does £ have to have a Borel measurable selector? We do not know whether this is equivalent to Stone's question.
(e) A question of lesser importance is whether there are any results of the type considered in this paper for functions /: X -» Y where X is metrizable and y is a compact Hausdorff space. For instance, if y is a compact Hausdorff space, is every Borel measurable/: [0,1] -» y of bounded class?
(f) Finally, a question which arises out of Theorem 12 is: Are the four conditions there equivalent to (iv)' if J is any set and &E9J has cardinal < k, there is a countable Ge9J such
that & E fj(S)?
